Abstract Seasonal and interannual variations in the [OI] 630 nm atmospheric emission are studied from observations of airglow in Eastern Siberia. Among features of seasonal variation in this emission are a pronounced summer maximum, an autumn minimum, and a strong interannual variability in winter months, as well as an increase in the correlation coefficient with a monthly mean value of the F10.7 solar activity index in periods close to equinoxes. We identify possible causes and phenomena (including solar activity) that form the seasonal and interannual variations in the 630 nm atmospheric emission. In this study, we have used observational data from the Geophysical Observatory of the Institute of Solar-Terrestrial Physics of Siberian Branch of Russian Academy of Sciences (ISTP SB RAS, 52° N, 103° E) for 2011-2017.
INTRODUCTION
The most intense emission of the ionospheric Fregion in the visible spectrum is the forbidden [OI] ( 1 D) 630 nm line. At night in midlatitudes under quiet geomagnetic conditions, the 630 nm emission is mainly excited by dissociative recombination of molecular oxygen ions O 2 and nitrogen monoxide NO + [Bates, 1978; Fishkova, 1983] The 630 nm emission is observed in the F-region (~200-300 km) and has a vertical profile similar to the electron density N e at heights of its airglow. Due to [O] ~N e , this emission is often regarded as a sensitive indicator of electron density and dynamics of the upper atmosphere during heliogeophysical disturbances and phenomena of different nature such as mid-latitude auroras [Mikhalev et al., 2004] and traveling ionospheric disturbances in the F layer [Adachi et al., 2011] .
The first studies of interannual and long-term variations in mid-latitude emissions of the upper atmosphere were carried out in the 1920-30-s [Lord Rayleigh, Jones, 1935] . The most comprehensive data on longterm atmospheric emission variations were obtained during the latter half of the twentieth century (see, e.g., [Fukuyama, 1977] ); they cover about five solar cycles (solar cycles 18-22). It can now be regarded as an established fact that long-term variations of atmospheric emissions in atomic oxygen 557.7 and 630 nm lines (85-115 km and 180-250 km airglow heights respectively) depend on solar activity. In various solar cycles, the intensity of the effects of solar activity in these atmospheric emissions can vary [Givishvili et al., 1996; Mikhalev et al., 2008] . In this regard, of particular interest are variations in parameters of the upper atmosphere, including airglow, under conditions of abnormally low solar activity in solar cycle 24 compared to previous cycles [http://spaceweathernews.com]. Regular instrumental observations of airglow were made only for 5-6 recent solar cycles, and no data on the behavior of the 630 nm emission during a solar cycle with such characteristics have yet been obtained. Of particular importance are also likely to be the climatic changes that have occurred in recent decades, in particular in parameters of the upper atmosphere, including airglow [Shefov et al., 2006a] . This fact suggests addressing the problem of stability (or variability) of the basic characteristics of the 630 nm emission during different phases of the climatic changes. This paper presents the results of a study of seasonal and interannual variations in the [OI] 630 nm atmospheric emission over the period 2011-2017 including growth, maxima, and decay phases of solar cycle 24. The study is based on observations made at the ISTP SB RAS Geophysical Observatory (GO) (52° N; 103° E), located in Eastern Siberia (Tunka valley, the village of Tory).
EQUIPMENT AND OBSERVATIONAL METHODS
We have used observational data on 630 nm atomic oxygen emission obtained at the ISTP SB RAS GO with the patrol spectrometer SATI-1M developed from the ICP-51 spectrograph and color CCD sensor Sony ICX285AQ. The spectrograph is largely designed to study disturbances in the main emission lines and wavelength ranges (OI 557.7 nm, OI 630 nm, NaI 589.0-589.6 nm, etc.) during heliogeophysical disturbances. The spectrograph provides a two-dimensional image of the arc of the celestial sphere in a wavelength range from 400 to 700 nm. The spectrometer is oriented to the north with the optical axis elevated at an angle of ~23° above the horizon. The vertical angular field of view is ~25°, exposure time is 260 s. The main characteristics of the SATI-1M spectrometer are available at [http://atmos.iszf.irk.ru/ru/data/spectr]. The relative values of the 630 nm emission obtained from the northern direction were reduced to absolute zenith values of the 630 nm emission (R), tvaking into account the observations acquired by zenith photometers with tilting interference filters in 1997-2010 (solar cycle 23). The absolute calibration of measuring channels of the zenith photometers in 1997-2010 was carried out in individual periods from standard stars, in particular from α Auriga, and was then monitored with calibrators -stabilized light sources [Mikhalev et al., 2008; Mikhalev, 2017] . In 2010-2011, the viewing direction of the zenith photometers over night was periodically changed, coinciding in individual intervals with the viewing direction of the SATI-1M spectrometer. This allowed us, using the absolute calibration of the zenith photometers, to recalculate the absolute values for the [OI] 557.7 and 630 nm emissions, obtained with the zenith photometers, with respect to the SATI-1M spectrometer. The error in absolute measurements of the 630 nm emission intensity is ≤15 %. It is known that the 630 nm emission intensity decreases over night from dusk values ~200-300 R to ~30-50 R around midnight, then changes slightly until local twilight or until pre-twilight intensity enhancement associated with the beginning of twilight in the magnetoconjugate ionosphere [Fishkova, 1983] . This is due to the presence of several mechanisms of 630 nm emission excitation whose contribution may change depending on the time of day and heliogeophysical conditions [Toroshelidze, 1991] . We therefore analyze the seasonal and interannual variations of the 630 nm emission for near-midnight hours (23-01 LT). 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Seasonal variation in the 630 nm emission and its peculiarities
According to [Fishkova, 1983; Shefov et al., 2006b ], the seasonal variation in the 630 nm emission is different for intensities obtained during different periods of night, depending on time after sunset. At midlatitudes in twilight and night hours, this emission is generated by photodissociation of molecular oxygen in the Schumann-Runge continuum [Toroshelidze, 1991] , dissociative recombination [Bates,1978] , and collisions with photoelectrons from a magnetoconjugated region [Shefov et al., 2006b ], therefore the ratio of contributions of these mechanisms to the total 630 nm emission intensity at a fixed time should generally depend on latitude, longitude, local time, and solar activity. nm emission has some peculiarities. First, the 630 nm emission has a pronounced maximum in summer. Second, the greatest variability of this emission occurs in winter. At the same time there is the smallest variability in June and a small minimum in September. The data obtained by Fishkova [1983] at the observatory Abustumani (latitude 41.5° N) in [1958] [1959] [1960] [1961] [1962] [1963] [1964] [1965] [1966] [1967] [1968] [1969] [1970] [1971] show that the seasonal variation in average night 630 nm emission intensities also has a summer maximum.
At the same time, the seasonal variation in the monthly average intensities of this emission for the beginning of night (2-3 hours after sunset) has a summer minimum and autumn-winter maximum; and six hours after sunset it is a semiannual variation with maxima during equinoxes and minima during solstices. Observations made at Ashkhabad (latitude 38° N) [Korobeynikova, Nasyrov, 1974] indicate that the average night 630 nm emission intensity has a maximum in summer and minima near equinoxes. In the empirical model of 630 nm emission variations for midlatitudes [Shefov et al., 2006b ], the seasonal variation derived from data obtained by Fishkova [1983] is represented as semiannual variations with maxima during equinoxes and minima during solstices. The pronounced summer maximum of the 630 nm emission intensity as derived from GO data can be attributed to the latitudinal location of the station for which in the spring-summer period (May-July) the maximum dip of the Sun below the horizon occurs at astronomical twilight. In this case, the main contribution to the emission intensity can be made by photodissociation of molecular oxygen in the Schumann-Runge continuum by dawn-to-dusk sunlight [Toroshelidze, 1991] , as opposed to winter months when the main mechanism of 630 nm emission excitation is dissociative recombination [Bates, 1978 ] . An increase in the coefficient of correlation between I m 630 and F10.7 during periods close to equinoxes (Figure 1, b) might indicate the existence of a seasonal dependence of the atomic oxygen 630 nm emission on solar activity similar to that identified for the atomic oxygen 557.7 nm emission [Fishkova et al., 2001] .
Interannual variations in the 630 nm emission
Figure 2 presents variations in the monthly average solar radio emission index F10.7, atomic oxygen 630 nm emission intensity, and planetary A p index over the analyzed period. The solar radio emission index F10.7 was used to assess the level of solar activity; the planetary A p index, the level of geomagnetic activity. The period of interest includes phases of growth, maximum, and decay of solar cycle 24.
In the general case (Figure 2 ), there is a tendency for the 630 nm emission intensity to vary during cycle 24 in phase with solar cycle (in terms of minimum, maximum values I m 630 , interpolation curves) -an increase in the emission intensity from low solar activity to high solar activity. Interpolation curves also indicate an increase in I m 630 during a decrease in solar activity in 2015-2016, which is probably associated with an increase in geomagnetic activity (index A p ) [Shefov et al., 2006a] . We should consider here that solar cycle 24 is characterized by very low solar activity compared to previous cycles [http://spaceweathernews.com]. Figure 3 presents average annual values of the 630 nm emission intensity and solar activity index F10.7 for 2012-2017. It is apparent that the dependence of the average annual 630 nm emission on solar activity is more pronounced than that of its monthly average values (a correlation coefficient of ~0.72). Shefov et al. [2006b] have used data on long-term variations of average annual 630 nm emission intensities in 1958-1992 (solar cycles 19-22) [Givishvili et al, 1996 ] to obtain the correlation dependence on the F10.7 index (K=0.73):
(0.0030 0.0010)( 10.7 130).
For midnight intensities, the dependence is given (0.0060 0.0015)( 10.7 130), where ΔI F is a relative change in the 630 nm emission intensity.
Note that according to [Mikhalev et al., 2008] for solar cycle 23, as derived from GO data, the correlation coefficient between the average annual 630 nm emission and F10.7 is 0.68.
The estimated ratio between average annual 630 nm emission values in solar cycle 24 at maximum and minimum I max /I min is ~1.36, which is slightly lower than that obtained for the mid-latitude stations Haute Provence (~2) [Barbier, 1965] and Zvenigorod (~2.5) [Truttse, Belyavskaya, 1975] during previous solar cycles. This value agrees, however, fairly well with that (~1.32) derived from formula (1) in the empirical model [Shefov et al., 2006b ] in view of current average annual values of solar activity index F10.7 in solar cycle 24 for 2012-2017. The resulting low value of I max /I min for the 630 nm emission reflects the peculiarity of solar cycle 24 characterized by minor solar activity variations compared to previous cycles. The dependence of average annual 630 nm emission intensities on F10.7 according to the data from this paper and according to expression (1) from the empirical model [Shefov et al., 2006b ] are presented in Figure 4 . The average annual intensities have been obtained from experimental data for all months. If, however, we ignore summer months in the experimental data when deriving the average annual intensities, the best agreement is observed between the solar activity dependence plotted from measurements and the dependence based on expression (2) of the empirical model [Shefov et al., 2006b ]. This may be due to the fact that for the location of GO the contribution of summer months to average annual intensities is quite significant (see Figure 1, a) . In the summer months at GO, by virtue of its geographical location, nights are short -no longer than 3-4 hours. In this case, the 630.0 nm emission, in view of its night variation [Shefov et al., 2006b ], during the near-midnight hours has no time to be excited only by dissociative recombination as it occurs at lower-latitude stations whose data were used for constructing the empirical model of 630 nm emission variations [Shefov et al., 2006a, b] . Shefov et al. [2006b] 
CONCLUSION
Basing on observations of the atomic oxygen 630 nm emission intensity at midlatitudes of Asia in nearmidnight hours, we have identified peculiarities of seasonal and interannual variations of this emission during solar cycle 24, which is characterized by extremely low solar activity. We have first determined the seasonal variation of the atomic oxygen 630 nm emission intensity for the location of the ISTP SB RAS Geophysical Observatory, which have observed the airglow for more Figure 4 . Average annual 630 nm emission intensities versus F10.7 as derived from data obtained in this paper (dots, solid line) and from the empirical model [Shefov et al., 2006b] (dashed line) than 20 years. Among peculiarities of the seasonal variation in this emission are a pronounced summer maximum, an autumn minimum, and a strong interannual variability in winter months, as well as an increase in the coefficient of correlation between I m 630 and monthly average solar activity index F10.7 during periods close to equinoxes. It is noted that the well-known dependence of the 630 nm emission intensity in solar cycle 24 on solar activity (F10.7) remains unchanged. The obtained ratio between average annual values of the 630 nm emission in solar cycle 24 at solar maximum and minimum proved to be lower than that between the corresponding values obtained for mid-latitude stations during previous cycles. This may be associated with the abnormality of solar cycle 24. Coefficients of correlation between atomic oxygen 630 nm emission intensity and solar activity index F10.7, obtained for different solar cycles from experimental data and empirical model [Shefov et al., 2006b ], have similar values. This fact may indicate that the main mechanisms for forming the relationship between the 630 nm emission and solar activity during the last few solar cycles persist.
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